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Congratulations. You're getting hitched! 
 
Married!  Yes Married!  You are getting married!  For over 34 years 
Black Tie Productions has worked hard to make sure that couples 
just like you experience an unforgettable wedding day. We 
understand how much your special day means to you and 
everyone involved. We aim to make it nothing short of perfect. And 
we set ourselves the target of exceeding your expectations.  Dream 
and dream big! 
 
We also understand that planning a wedding is a time consuming 
and often stressful experience. At Black Tie Productions, we realize 
that months of planning precede your special day. And when that day 
finally arrives you should be free to enjoy yourself without worrying 
about the many many details. That's our job! (And we are very good at 
what we do!)  Since 1982 we have performed at 1000's of receptions and 
events. 
 
We can put our vast experience to use by offering a one stop shop for all your 
wedding day needs including Disc Jockey, Photo Booth Rental and Atmosphere 
Up-lighting.   Hire one service or hire them all.  Bundling discounts can save you 

big!  LET GET READY TO BUNDLE!! 
 
This light hearted brochure discusses Wedding Photo Booth services in 
detail.  So “Grab a prop and strike a pose!” 

Serious Warning! 
 
By which we mean a warning about being serious. If you are planning to be 
serious—don’t. If you actually prefer your reception photo booth photographs 
straight lace - We may not be the service for you.  Black Ties’ Photo Booths have 
been magnificently designed with silliness first in mind. Way beyond the crazy 
selfies you are so known for. 

To up the "fun" bar, we provide props free of charge.  We are not talking the basic 
mustache on a stick that gets broke within the first hour. No dollar store props!
Premium props for everyone! Glasses, boas, guitars, signs and other fun articles.  This 
will encourage your guests to return to the booth throughout the night for some light-
hearted fun or a ton of straight forward stupidity.  We are good either way! 
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The booth is available to your guests as often as they want during the whole evening. We 
find guests especially keen to use the booth when they first arrive. We will of course eject 
anyone who wants to occupy the booth for the duration, accompanied by a 40 Oz can of 
Milwaukee's Best . Likewise the technician will attempt to stop anyone convinced that the 
photo booth is a form of confessional, before they spill too many beans. 

Our photo booth minimum is a full 6 hours!  And even 7 hours if you close during dinner.  
You may find our competitors only offer 4 hours and arrive during dinner to setup and 
ready after dinner. Think of this- Your photo booth is a great way to entertain your guests 
when they first arrive. With Black Tie photos taken during the first couple of hours tend to 
be a bit formal. Gradually however, as people grow livelier and the party mood escalates, 
the photo booth is quickly transformed into an epic center of silliness.  More for your 
money.  Formal, crazy and totally out of control!! 

Superb Picture Quality 

To make sure you end up with great pictures, we work only with flash-enabled high-end 
cameras—no webcams, no viewfinders that make the subject look as if they’re a mile 
away, no shots so low in definition they look like they have been shot through thick fog 
from a rowing boat in Lake Michigan. We will present all images on a flash drive after the 
event as well as in a high quality memory book with a copy of each photo strip.  You get  a 
digital copy and a hard copy. (See below for more details.)  More evidence for future 
bribery. 

Fast, Professional Printers 

The high quality of the cameras in our booths matches the high quality of our printing 
equipment. We can produce prints in under 10 seconds—more pictures, less waiting and 
more partying. 

These photo-quality printers are not available across the counter at your neighborhood 
electronics store. Even Walmart.com does not offer them!  By contrast, many of our 
competitors use cheap $100-$200 ink-jet printers. These typically take up to five minutes 
to print a single photo, not counting drying time. That’s messy and time-consuming. We 
also use only top grade photographic paper.  You and your guests deserve the best!  Our 
motto is less wait time and more party time! 

Customization 

As a keepsake, each photo strip has a customized footer with your names and wedding 
date. One picture goes to your guest(s) and another into a memory book just for you. And 
our memory books are the best!  (Not some cheap $9.99 
scrape book special.) Just keep in mind that all pictures are 
a form of identification. Avoid committing a felony during 
the evening—the names on your photo strips may hand the 
FBI smoking gun evidence of your crime. 
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SSE—(Silliness Sharing Enablers) 
In addition to our many other talents we pride ourselves in being SSE (Silliness Sharing 
Enablers). We will provide your guests with an opportunity to leave written messages next 
to their pictures in the memory book.  The messages get as creative as the pictures 

A thumb drive is used to download all photos at the end of the event. This will make it 
easy for you upload, process or print them later. From here, it will take only a few 
minutes to post pictures to Facebook or your Wedding Site, or to email them to family and 
friends. Trust us—there will be pictures worth sharing (That one of the Uncle Joe wearing 
your grandmother’s brassiere as ear-muffs may well be a keeper!) 

Professional Assistant 

A friendly, dressed-for-the-occasion photo booth technician remains by the booth 

throughout the evening. In addition to keeping the machine in perfect working order they 

will explain how it works, (Grab a prop and strike a pose! - pretty easy.) They do 

encourage guests to participate.  This is a level of service provision well above the norm. 

Some competitors drop off booths and are not seen again until they return for their 

machine at the end of the event.  Black Tie is full service and all-inclusive! 

We do believe our booth are just plain GREAT!  And our staff is fun, professional and a 

little crazy.  What more do you need for a perfect photo booth experience? 
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Let’s talk greenbacks (the boring stuff) 
Please visit our website for an instant price quote and to check real-time date availability.  Don’t 
forget we offer great bundling packages—DJ, Photo Booth & Up-Lighting!  LET GET READY TO 
BUNDLE!! 

 
If you would like to reserve the services of Black Tie Productions contact our office.  Your date will 
be held for 10 days.   A $100.00 retainer fee per service is required to secure a date past the 10 day 
hold time and is deducted from your total amount. Retainer fees can be paid in check, charge online 
or cash.   
 
Additional payments on all services can be made early if desired.  
 
If you have any questions, do not hesitate to contact us. 
 
Mail all monies and paperwork to: 
Black Tie Productions, Inc. 3726  
Richfield Road Flint, MI 48506  
Phone:  1.800.232.9750 
Web:    www.BlackTieProductions.com  
Email:   Info@BlackTieProductions.com 
 
 

 

 

A great source for everything wedding. 

www.GCBAweddings.com 


